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Booking & more

ALEXI TUOMARILA!
piano/keyboards



TIMO KÄMÄRÄINEN!
guitar/vocals



TUOMAS TIMONEN!
drums/vocals/electronics

A group of three seasoned musicians come 
together in Skinny Jenny to explore the boundaries 
between different genres. With strong roots in 
classical, jazz and rock the trio offers a fresh and 
welcome angle to today’s scene. This brand new 
ensemble consists of musicians who are well 
known for playing with


Booking, PR and press


booking@alexituomarila.com
timonen.tuomas@gmail.com



www.alexituomarila.com 

facebook.com/skinnyjennyband
soundcloud.com/skinnyjennyband

“…Skinny Jenny have travelled so far they 
can’t even see tradition in the rearview 
mirror…”

“Pop, rock, electronic influences, all filtered 
through an improvising sensibility and distilled 
into a series of songs…“!

�

Dave Foxell/a Jazz Noise 

Tuomarila makes heavy use of that bell-
like bubbling Fender Rhodes-ish tonality 
to create a very 70s progressive vibe 
and Kämäräinen’s blues-rock guitar 
tone is right there with him. 


I’m hearing King Crimson, Focus, and 
definitely Pink Floyd. 

After a particularly referential medley, 
Kämäräinen wryly notes, “That’s a pack 
of quotes, for sure.” At the same time, 
the arrangements and playing also stray 
into more abstract territory, even 
ambient at times. 


It’s uncategorisable and a great set. 
Looking forward to hearing more of 
Skinny Jenny.

 Pop,	  rock,	  electronic	  influences,	  all	  filtered	  
through	  an	  improvising	  sensibility	  and	  
dis:lled	  into	  a	  series	  of	  songs	  



Tomasz Stanko and Olavi Uusivirta, as well 
as well as for the jazz trio HERD. Sit back 
and enjoy as Skinny Jenny dives into the 
unknown with their unique combination of 
”action jazz,” indie, and speedy beatnik bop. 
If you want to know more, you’ll just have to 
come to the show.

“Skinny Jenny took us directly into 
prog-jazz territory (increasingly 
popular in Scandinavia lately, 
methinks) with heavy King Crimson 
and Pink Floyd references.”


Jazz Journal

The Band


